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Getting Started

- WHAT STARTED THESE PROGRAMS – RESOURCE SHARING BENEFITS
- MENTORS – CAN ANYONE BE A MENTOR?
- MENTORED – HOW DO I GET TO BE MENTORED
- FINDING THE PERFECT MATCH
- SCHEDULING
How we got started

The concept of a resource sharing mentorship programs was brought to the Colorado Chapter ICC Board of Directors last December based on research under different programs.

There are 3 types of programs:

1) High School/College Students
2) New Code Official Mentoring
3) Veteran Code Official Cross Training

Who can be a mentor

What kind of time commitment does it take

How many people would you mentor at one time

Liability releases? Work Comp??
Cross Training

Who can be a trainer?

What kind of time commitment does it take?

How many people would you train at one time?

What are the benefits?

Mentored

01 How do I get involved
02 Who do I contact
03 What scope of disciplines are available
04 Time commitment
05 Is this a one on one or group session
06 What is expected of me
Finding the Perfect Match

Matching the mentor with the mentored Database? Jurisdictional Permissions

Record Keeping

Scheduling

Are there CEU’s or just collaboration
Questions.....

Shaunna Mozingo
Past-President, Colorado Chapter ICC
sdmozingo@shaunnamozingo.com
(303) 907-7009

Contact us:
Colorado Chapter ICC Building Futures Committee
Hope Medina, Chair
hmedina@coloradocode.net
(303) 895-4681